Stochastic reconstruction techniques are developed for mapping the interior optical properties of tissues from exterior frequency-domain photon migration measurements at the air-tissue interface. Parameter fields of absorption cross section, fluorescence lifetime, and quantum efficiency are accurately reconstructed from simulated noisy measurements of phase shift and amplitude modulation by use of a recursive, Bayesian, minimum-variance estimator known as the approximate extended Kalman filter. Parameter field updates are followed by data-driven zonation to improve the accuracy, stability, and computational efficiency of the method by moving the system from an underdetermined toward an overdetermined set of equations. These methods were originally developed by Eppstein and Dougherty ͓Water Resources Res. 32, 3321 ͑1996͔͒ for applications in geohydrology. Estimates are constrained to within feasible ranges by modeling of parameters as ␤-distributed random variables. No arbitrary smoothing, regularization, or interpolation is required. Results are compared with those determined by use of Newton-Raphson-based inversions. The speed and accuracy of these preliminary Bayesian reconstructions suggest the near-future application of this inversion technology to three-dimensional biomedical imaging with frequency-domain photon migration.
Introduction
Over the past six years, biomedical optical imaging has progressed with the development of algorithms to predict distributed parameter fields of interior optical properties from exterior measurements of nearinfrared ͑NIR͒ continuous-wave, 1,2 time-domain, [2] [3] [4] and frequency-domain 5, 6 photon migration measurements by use of the optical diffusion equation. Parameter field estimation of absorption and isotropic scattering coefficients, as well as the fluorescence properties of exogeneously administered contrast agents, [7] [8] [9] is typically accomplished by minimizing the difference between measured and predicted values of optical signals by use of inversion approaches that must efficiently deal with systems of equations that are highly nonlinear in the parameters that are being estimated. To date, approaches have focused on linearization of the problem by use of first-order Born or Rytov approximations, 10 iterative Born methods, 11 distorted Born iterative methods, 12 or gradientbased methods in the Newton family. 3, 4, 8, [13] [14] [15] As with most nonlinear inverse problems, these approaches suffer from problems of slow convergence, instability, and nonuniqueness. Furthermore, the distributions of optical parameters such as absorption, fluorescence lifetime, and quantum efficiency have physically and physiologically feasible bounds. When these parameters are modeled as normally distributed variables ͑as in least-squares estimators͒, there is nothing to prevent infeasibly low or high estimates. Numerical solution methodologies that deal with all these difficulties may be arbitrary and capricious. Investigators have employed a variety of ad hoc strategies, including ͑i͒ regularization of ill-conditioned systems with nonphysically based diagonal matrices ͑as in Marquardt-Levenberg updating 6, 8, 15 ; ͑ii͒ implementing spatial filtering between iterative parameter updates with filter parameters chosen empirically 6, 15 ; ͑iii͒ removing spurious outliers in the final distributed parameter field without physically based decision criteria 8 ; and ͑iv͒ smooth-ing final images through interpolation. 8 Such ad hoc corrections increase the uncertainty of the quality of the resulting images, although the images may look better.
The problem of estimating values outside the feasible range can theoretically be dealt with by modeling of uncertain parameters as double-bounded ␤-distributed variables rather than as unbounded Gaussian variables. ␤ distributions have absolute upper and lower bounds ͑referred to as A and B, respectively͒ and may take on a variety of distribution shapes between those bounds, depending on the values of two ␤ parameters, generally known as p and q. 16 For example, in the case of absorption imaging one may expect that the property of absorption may possess a distribution that is skewed low, with small volume heterogeneities exhibiting higher absorption than the predominant surrounding normal tissue volumes. Likewise, a fluorophore that is effectively quenched by acidic conditions can expect to have a fluorescent quantum efficiency distribution that is skewed high, because the predominant surrounding normal tissues would exhibit high quantum efficiencies relative to the diseased tissue or heterogeneity under consideration. Despite the advantages of modeling parameters as double-bounded ␤-distributed random variables, the associated mathematical difficulties have limited this practice.
To couple experimental measurements that involve point sources and point detection with an inverse solution strategy, three-dimensional ͑3-D͒ representation is required. Out-of-plane or averaging effects can dramatically lower the accuracy of twodimensional ͑2-D͒ reconstructions of 3-D domains. The computational requirements of the aforementioned optical inversion methods currently preclude demonstration of optical tomography in actual 3-D experimental and physiological source-detector geometries.
Finally, it is important to note that, to date, none of the reconstruction approaches proposed for optical tomography has addressed issues regarding ͑i͒ how to account for system noise of the forward simulator ͑i.e., state estimation errors introduced by a variety of simplifications in the forward model, such as spatial discretization, assumed boundary conditions, and errors caused by the use of the diffusion approximation to predict the propagation of light in heterogeneous media 17 ͒, ͑ii͒ the influence of ͑possibly correlated͒ measurement noise on the reconstruction process, or ͑iii͒ assessment of uncertainty in the final estimate of the distributed parameter field.
Many of the difficulties that arise in optical tomography are similar to those that occur when similar elliptic equations are inverted as required in subsurface hydrological inversion and electrical resistance ͑impedence͒ tomography. In this paper we present a method for recursive, Bayesian tomography that was originally invented for applications in geohydrology 18 and is adapted specifically for the biomedical optical tomography problem. The Bayesian approach provides explicit mechanisms for accounting for system noise and measurement noise in covariance matrices and also provides an estimate of the parameter error covariance as a measure of uncertainty. The inversion process is implicitly regularized and smoothed by the modeled covariances in a physically meaningful way. In addition, when the approach is coupled with data-driven zonation of the distributed parameter field, the computational efficiency, stability, and accuracy of the inversion are improved, because the system of equations is reduced from an underdetermined set to an overdetermined set. We also introduce a novel pair of transforms that enable us to estimate uncertain parameters drawn from double-bounded ␤-like distributions with inversion methods that assume Gaussian distributions, thereby inherently constraining parameter estimates to be within feasible limits.
Specifically, in this paper we address the 2-D parameter estimation of tissue absorption and fluorescent properties of an exogeneously administered contrast agent, using our Bayesian approach, and compare the reconstruction performance with a more traditional Newton-Raphson approach. In the following sections we outline briefly the measurement strategy and the system of equations and parameters to be inverted for successful optical tomography and then describe the Bayesian reconstruction approach, the transforms used to model uncertain parameters of absorption and fluorescent properties, and the data-driven zonation process that stabilizes the system and promotes rapid convergence. Bayesian and Newton-Raphson inversions of synthetic data are presented and compared, and further development of the Bayesian method for inverting real 3-D biomedical optical data is briefly discussed.
Frequency-Domain Photon Migration for Absorption and Fluorescence Optical Imaging
In this paper we focus on optical tomography, using frequency-domain photon migration ͑FDPM͒ or timedependent techniques that seek to identify embedded tissue volumes differentiated from their surroundings on the basis of tissue absorption or fluorescent properties of an exogeneously administered contrast agent. Briefly, FDPM techniques consist of launching intensity-modulated NIR light from a single point or an array of point sources at the air-tissue interface and detecting the reemitted NIR light, which successfully propagates to a single point or an array of point detectors also located on the air-tissue interface. The detected wave is amplitude demodulated, I AC , and phase shifted, , relative to the incident source of excitation light and is represented in terms of a complex fluence, ⌽ ϭ I AC exp͑Ϫi͒. Inasmuch as endogeneous contrast may be insufficient for optical tomography, 19 investigators have proposed fluorescence FDPM in which systemically administered agents, such as indocyanine green and certain photodynamic agents, are activated by the propagating light and reemit modulated emission light at longer wavelengths. 7, 8, 20, 21 For completeness, our comparative study of inversion strategies includes both absorption and fluorescence imaging. Because contrast from fluorescence does not provide advantages over contrast induced by absorption when continuous-wave light is employed, we restrict our treatment below to time-dependent light-propagation measurements and, in particular, to FDPM measurements.
Using the diffusion approximation to the radiative transfer equation, we can write the coupled, timedependent diffusion equations that describe the propagation of NIR light incident upon the air-tissue interface ͑termed the excitation light͒ and the generation of fluorescent light and its propagation to detector locations [22] [23] [24] :
where D x,m are the optical diffusion coefficients ͑in centimeters͒ determined by the local absorption a ͑in inverse centimeters͒ and isotropic scattering ͑1 Ϫ g͒ s ͑in inverse centimeters͒ properties:
Here ⌽ x,m are the complex ac components of fluence light ͑watts͞cm 2 ͒, superscripts and subscripts x and m refer to the excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively, r is the position vector ͑cm͒, and is the modulation frequency ͑radians͞s͒. Again, a is an absorption coefficient ͑cm Ϫ1 ͒ and s is a scattering coefficient ͑cm Ϫ1 ͒, where subscripts i and f refer to nonfluorescing and fluorescing chromophores, respectively, g is the anisotropy coefficient ͑mean cosine of the scattering angle͒, c x,m is the velocity of light in the medium ͑cm͞s͒, and S͑r, ͒ is the excitation source term ͑watts͞cm 3 ͒. The fluorophore ͑fluores-cent chromophore͒ introduces an additional absorption coefficient axf , with a fluorescent quantum efficiency and fluorescence lifetime ͑s͒. This model assumes single exponential decay kinetics and neglects photobleaching and the activation of fluorophores by emission light. For contrast induced by agents such as indocyanine green, these are appropriate assumptions.
The coupled equations can be solved numerically by use of finite difference or finite element discretizations, with appropriate boundary conditions at the air-tissue interface. Here we approximate 2-D solutions to the coupled diffusion equations, using a zero-fluence boundary condition at the air-tissue interface, by employing a FORTRAN forward simulator with the multigrid, finite difference package MUDPACK. 25 Source locations are positioned one pixel inside the air-tissue interface, 26 and the complex fluence ͑⌽ x,m ͒ is predicted throughout the spatially distributed field. The phase and the log of the amplitude modulation of the simulated excitation and fluorescent detected intensity wave are then computed and used as the predicted state parameters ͑i.e., the predictions of log amplitude modulation and phase delay that are to be matched to experimental or synthetic data͒. In future studies, for application to nonsynthetic data, we shall employ partial current boundary conditions in our forward simulator.
For the purposes of demonstrating the efficacy of our Bayesian method relative to Newton-Raphson reconstructions for optical tomography we generate synthetic data by using the forward simulator mentioned above but then add Gaussian noise to simulate random measurement error.
It should be noted that the inverse method described in this paper is independent of the forward simulator employed. For synthetic studies in which measured and predicted states are generated by the same forward simulator, the accuracy of the simulator becomes a moot point; i.e., there is no model error. Improvements in the forward simulator will not affect the inversion algorithm per se but will improve its performance on real data.
Inversion Methodology
A computationally efficient method for data inversion in large multidimensional problems, termed AP-PRIZE ͑automatic progressive parameter-reducing inverse zonation and estimation͒, was independently developed and successfully implemented for 2-D subsurface hydrologic data inversion 18 and 3-D geophysical data inversion ͑seismic and ground-penetrating radar͒ [27] [28] [29] with applications to both synthetic and field data. APPRIZE is extended herein to problems of optical tomography, and its performance is compared with Newton-Raphson reconstruction. The APPRIZE inversion strategy employs an approximate extended Kalman filter for generating conditional parameter estimates while simultaneously reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space in a data-driven fashion. Dynamic parameterization increases the computational efficiency, stability, and sensitivity in the filter without the risk of imposing ͑possibly incorrect͒ a priori assumptions on parameter structure. Thus the output of the estimator includes not only value and covariance estimates of spatially discretized parameters but also the dimensionality and geometry of the parameterization itself. In what follows, we briefly introduce the approximate extended Kalman filter for data conditioning and the method of data-driven zonation, as developed previously by Eppstein and Dougherty. 18 For the purposes of optical ͑or other͒ tomography for which ␤ distributions of the parameters may be expected, we develop simple transformations for converting ␤-distributed parameters to and from normally distributed parameters. This conversion facilitates inversion by methods ͑such as the approximate extended Kalman filter used in this study and other least-squares inversion methods͒ that assume a normal distribution of errors. Finally, we outline how these three innovations are integrated for the optical inversions performed here.
A. Approximate Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter 30 is a minimum-variance filter in which time-series measurements are incorporated recursively into estimates of state variables; it is the optimal, Bayesian least-squares estimator for linear dynamic systems. The extended Kalman filter 31, 32 is its nonlinear extension, in which a nonlinear system ͑such as in inverse parameter estimation͒ is linearized about the current estimate during each recursive pass of the filter. The filter is fully Bayesian, in that the effects of incoming measurements on current estimates are weighted as a function of the relative a priori covariances of the estimates, the measurement error, and the system noise, yielding minimum-variance a posteriori estimates of the first and second moments of the estimates. The prior covariances implicitly regularize the system and smooth the estimates in a natural way, and the posterior covariance estimates can be used to assess the uncertainty of the estimates. Although the extended Kalman filter has been extensively and successfully used in low-dimensionality problems, particularly in control systems engineering, it has seen limited application to large-dimensionality parameter estimation problems because of to the computational requirements of the filter. The approximate extended Kalman filter 18,27-29 ͑AEKF͒ is a computationally efficient approximation to the extended Kalman filter designed for parameter estimation in large, multidimensional problems. The AEKF is described by the following pseudocode ͑where ϭ denotes variable assignment, rather than equality͒:
LOOP for a subset of measurements z J ϭ ‫ץ‬x ‫ץ‬y ͑form Jacobian͒
where x is a vector of predicted states ͑e.g., phase, or log amplitude modulation or both͒ measured from the appropriate source-detector pairs, y is a vector of estimated values ͑first moments͒ of uncertain parameters ͑e.g., absorption, fluorescence lifetime, fluorescence quantum efficiency͒, P ij is the estimated covariance ͑second moments͒ of parameters or states i and j or both, Q is the covariance of system noise of the forward simulator, R is the covariance of measurement error of the specified subset of measurements, and z is the vector of the specified subset of measurements.
Note that the recursive nature of this Bayesian filter ͑i.e., the fact that information derived from a subset of measurements is incorporated into the evolving estimates of both the first and the second moments of the parameter estimates͒ means that the loop can be used to process time-series measurements and subsets of batch measurements sequentially, to iterate on the same data, or both; a posteriori estimates from one pass through the loop become a priori estimates for the next pass.
Initial estimates must be provided for the first moments ͑y͒ and the second moments ͑P yy ͒ of the uncertain parameters. The values in state vector x are predicted by the forward simulator, whereas vector z represents ͑actual or synthetic͒ measured state values. In a real system, appropriate choices of R and Q depend on an experimental investigation to identify possibly correlated measurement errors and state estimation errors. The smaller R and Q are relative to the estimated state covariance P xx , the more aggressive the parameter updates will be. In other words, at the start of the estimation, when parameter uncertainty ͑and therefore state uncertainty͒ is highest, measurements are weighted heavily. As information is accumulated in the estimate, the parameter uncertainty is adjusted accordingly, leading to spatial variabilities in parameter uncertainty. In subsequent conditioning, measurements are therefore weighted more heavily in regions where parameter uncertainty is high and less so where it is low. Ultimately, parameter updates become smaller and smaller and the inversion converges as the state uncertainty approaches the level of the system noise.
B. Pseudo-␤ Transforms
Simple transforms were invented for converting between values drawn from a ␤-like distribution ͑for a useful subset of ␤ distributions͒ and values drawn from a normally distributed population. Inasmuch as the ␤-like distributions that can be represented are only approximations to a subset of true ␤ distributions, we refer to them as pseudo-␤ distributions. For example, to transform a value y of a pseudo-␤ distributed random variable into a value ͑ y͒ of a normally distributed random variable, the transform is
where A and B noninclusively bound the feasible range of the pseudo-␤ distributed random variable y and the ␤ parameters p and q appear only as a ratio and hence specify only the degree of skew in the distribution. Conversely, a value ͑ y͒ of a normally distributed random variable can be transformed back into a value y of a pseudo-␤ distributed random variable by the inverse transform
These simple, but powerful, transformations enable the value of a ␤-distributed parameter to be estimated by use of the AEKF ͑or any other estimator that assumes a normal distribution of parameter values͒. Equation ͑4͒ is applied to the initial estimate of the parameter, the transformed ͑normally distributed͒ variable is estimated, and the estimate is transformed back to the ␤-distributed variable with Eq. ͑5͒.
For example, in this study we modeled absorption ͑ axf ͒ at the excitation wavelength that is due to fluorophores as a pseudo-␤ distributed parameter with A ϭ 0 cm
, p ϭ 1, q ϭ 5 ͑skewed low͒, fluorescence lifetime ͑͒ as a pseudo-␤ distributed parameter with A ϭ 1 ns, B ϭ 10 ns, p ϭ 1, q ϭ 1 ͑no skew͒, and fluorescence quantum efficiency ͑͒ as a pseudo-␤ distributed parameter with A ϭ 0, B ϭ 0.2, p ϭ 5, and q ϭ 1 ͑skewed high͒. ͑In all cases, a small value ε was actually subtracted from these values of A and added to these values of B so these ranges became inclusive.͒ It should be pointed out that the exact natures of these chosen distributions were somewhat arbitrary in this proof-of-concept study. The method appears relatively sensitive to the selection of upper and lower bounds ͑ A and B͒, and these should be chosen based on empirical knowledge. However, the high data densities in the synthetic examples used in this study render the overall method largely insensitive to the skew of the pseudo-␤ distributions as determined by p and q. Whereas we expect that sparse data sets would increase the sensitivity of the inversion performance to the choice of these ␤ parameters, we anticipate that the acquisition of multipixel FDPM measurements 33 by gain-modulated integrated charge-coupled device technologies will permit even higher density data sets than employed here.
C. Data-Driven Zonation
Spatially varying parameters are modeled as a discrete number of random fields called parameter zones; each zone corresponds to one or more nodes in the finite-difference mesh that is used for the forward model. Initially, each node corresponds to one parameter zone; i.e., the parameterization starts as pixel based. After each pass of the AEKF we apply a process that we call data-driven zonation ͑DDZ͒. In DDZ one performs cluster analysis to identify spatially adjacent zones that have similar current parameter estimates. Zones within each cluster are subsequently merged, thereby reducing the number of zones in the parameterization. Because each zone is modeled as a Gaussian random field, both the first and the second moments of newly merged zones must be estimated; this estimation is accomplished by random field union of all zones within each cluster. 18 In this study a divisive partitional cluster analysis method was applied, as described by Eppstein and Dougherty in Ref. 18 . In 2-D applications, a node is considered adjacent to its four nearest-neighbor nodes in the finite-difference mesh; zones that correspond to spatial regions that contain any adjacent nodes are considered adjacent. Zones are clustered into the fewest number of clusters such that each cluster satisfies the cluster tolerance criterion max͉͑y ij Ϫ c j ͉͒ Յ max͕, ⅐ ͓max͑c͒ Ϫ min͑c͔͖͒, (6) where c is the current vector of cluster centroids ͑calculated from the untransformed ␤-distributed values͒, c j is the jth centroid in vector c, y ij is the ith zone in the jth cluster, is an absolute minimum tolerance, and is a relative tolerance factor.
Tolerance is thereby defined as a relative function of the maximum intercentroid difference ͓max͑c͒-min͑c͔͒. This helps to ensure that zones are not overclustered when the overall estimate is relatively homogeneous ͑especially near the start of an inversion where the initial guess is a homogeneous field͒ and that adequate resolution of possible heterogeneity is maintained. By allowing to increase over each of three iterations, zone merging becomes more aggressive as more information is accumulated in the model estimate. For all estimations reported here, the relative tolerance factor was set equal to 0.03 for the first iteration, to 0.06 for the second iteration, and to 0.1 for the third ͑and in this case, final͒ iteration. These particular values were found to work well for a variety of sample domains with varying degrees of heterogeneity.
Sometimes, when the intercentroid difference was small, we observed that a purely relative cluster tolerance criterion resulted in underclustering during absorption estimation. To address this problem we introduced the parameter so we could specify an absolute minimum tolerance level ͑i.e., clusters whose values are all within of the centroid are considered within tolerance͒. We selected ϭ 0.005 cm Ϫ1 for absorption imaging as a biologically realistic target for resolving absorption. Underclustering did not prove to be a problem for estimation of either fluorescence lifetime or quantum efficiency, so we did not impose an absolute minimum tolerance level for these parameters ͑i.e., ϭ 0͒.
The difficulties in determining the appropriate parameterization for an inverse model are often neglected. Models that underparameterize ͑use too few parameters͒ are not capable of adequately resolving the heterogeneity of the true parameter space and may be overdetermined. Models that overparameterize ͑use too many parameters͒ are underdetermined and may be unstable as well as being computationally demanding; such is the case with purely pixel-based parameterization, as in existing approaches to optical tomography. Arbitrarily fixing the number, sizes, and shapes of parameter zones a priori ͑as is common in geohydrology͒ may lead to large errors in estimation of parameter value. 34, 35 DDZ offers several advantages over these methods of static parameterization. Starting with a pixelbased parameterization avoids precluding the detection of fine-grained heterogeneity. Reducing the number of parameter zones to be estimated speeds up subsequent passes of the AEKF by orders of magnitude. As zones are merged, interzone correlation goes down; this enables individual parameter zones to move more freely toward their correct values as the estimation progresses and also facilitates detection of sharp boundaries in the spatial geometry of the parameter distribution ͑e.g., for object detection͒. As parameter zones become larger, so does the sensitivity of state predictions to parameter zones, which leads to increases in accuracy and stability. Progressing from an underdetermined system to an overdetermined system reduces problems of nonuniqueness and instability. These advantages are illustrated in Subsection 4.B below, where the AEKF without DDZ and the AEKF with DDZ are compared.
D. Integrated APPRIZE Algorithm
For the experiments reported here, the AEKF, pseudo-␤ transforms, and DDZ were integrated as shown by the following pseudocode: ͑5͒.
Note that the outer loop could have been terminated with a convergence criterion, but we chose to run the algorithm past convergence ͑for three iterations͒ to demonstrate its stability.
Using 2-D synthetic data, we compare APPRIZE and Newton-Raphson inversion performances. In what follows, the synthetic data sets are described and inversion results are presented for four cases: ͑1͒ heterogeneous absorption imaging, ͑2͒ homogeneous absorption spectroscopy, ͑3͒ fluorescence lifetime imaging, and ͑4͒ fluorescence quantum efficiency imaging.
A. Synthetic Data Sets
2-D 4 cm ϫ 4 cm synthetic domains were each discretely modeled by 33 ϫ 33 node finite difference grids. In all cases the FDPM measurements of modulation phase and log amplitude at excitation and emission wavelengths were simulated at 120 detectors equally spaced about the periphery of each domain from each of four NIR laser light sources. The four sources were located midway along each of the four sides of the simulated scattering medium. This measurement configuration is depicted in Fig. 1͑a͒ . Independent random Gaussian noise ͑standard deviations of 0.1°for phase and 1% for log amplitude͒ was added to each of the simulated measurements to simulate measurement error. Modulation frequency was set to 100 MHz.
A Newton-Raphson estimator with MarquardtLevenberg updates ͑herein simply referred to as the Newton-Raphson method͒ was implemented in FORTRAN. 37 For brevity, the details of the Newton- Fig. 1 . ͑a͒ Actual absorption axf at the excitation wavelength owing to fluorophores in a 16 cm 2 synthetic 2-D domain. The domain is discretized onto a 33 ϫ 33 node grid and contains a 3 ϫ 3 node heterogeneity with a 10:1 uptake ratio of light-absorbing dye. The locations of the four light sources ͑numbered circles͒ and 120 detectors ͑small dots͒ are indicated. The gray scale ͑in inverse centimeters͒ applies to ͑a͒-͑f ͒ here as well as in Fig. 4 below. ͑b͒ Sample reconstruction of the absorption parameter field from modulation phase and amplitude measurements at the excitation wavelength by the Newton-Raphson method. 36 ͑c͒ Sample reconstruction of absorption from modulation phase measurements at the excitation frequency by the AEKF alone ͑without DDZ͒. ͑d͒-͑f ͒ sample reconstructions of absorption from modulation phase measurements at the excitation frequency by the APPRIZE method.
Raphson inversions are similar to those previously reported. 8, 37 Completion of the Newton-Raphson inversions required 7 to 22 h of CPU time on a 200-MHz Ultra 2 SUN workstation.
The APPRIZE estimator was implemented in Matlab 5.2 but utilizes the same FORTRAN MUDPACK forward simulator ͑via a Matlab mex file͒ as is used by the Newton-Raphson inverter. Each APPRIZE inversion was run for three iterations, and all estimates converged within this time. Completion of each AP-PRIZE inversion required 1 to 1.5 min on a 350-MHz single-user Pentium II workstation. The exact time for any particular inversion depends largely on how quickly the number of parameter zones is reduced through DDZ.
Because the measurement errors in these synthetic data sets were generated to be independent, we specified the measurement error covariance R to be a diagonal matrix for which the diagonal elements were set to the appropriate variances ͑commensurate with the synthetically added Gaussian noise͒. For the purposes of demonstrating a comparative study between the stochastic and Newton-Raphson inversions with synthetic data, we selected other initial and assumed values through trial and error. As the forward simulator is used to generate the synthetic data, there is actually no system noise in these experiments. Nonetheless, the system noise covariance Q is chosen to be nonzero for its regularizing effects and to damp the parameter updates, as discussed in Subsection 3.A. In these experiments we chose Q to be the identity matrix multiplied by a variance of 0.03 for phase at the excitation wavelength, of 50 for phase at the emission wavelength, and of 0.25 for log amplitude at the emission wavelengths. Other initial and assumed values are specified in Subsections 4.B-4.E.
B. Case 1: Absorption Imaging
In the first synthetic experiment the true absorption coefficient distribution map at the excitation wavelength that is due to fluorophores axf consisted of a homogeneous background with an absorption coefficient of 0.02 cm Ϫ1 within which a single 3 ϫ 3 pixel heterogeneity with tenfold absorption was located as illustrated in Fig. 1͑a͒ . All estimates started with a uniform initial absorption estimate of 0.02 cm
Ϫ1
; all other parameters were assumed homogeneous and known, as shown in Table 1 , case 1.
A sample final Newton-Raphson estimate is illustrated in Fig. 1͑b͒ , conditioned on both modulation phase and log amplitude at the excitation wavelength. The solution converged after 15 iterations ͑7 h of CPU time͒ with the heterogeneity detected in the correct general location. However, the image of the heterogeneity is too large and substantially blurred, with a maximum value of only 0.08 cm Ϫ1 ͑as opposed to the true value of 0.20 cm Ϫ1 ͒, and there is a fair amount of noise in the background. The rms error of this final parameter estimate is 0.0143 cm
. We also estimated this domain with the AEKF only ͑without DDZ͒, assuming no spatial correlation between pixel-based absorption parameters ͑for a fairer comparison with the Newton-Raphson estimate, which does not model spatial correlation͒ and an initial variance of the normally transformed absorption ͑ axf ͒ of 20. ͑This value was chosen through trial and error such that the estimated state covariance was appropriately higher than the system noise.͒ The estimate was conditioned only on modulation phase at the excitation wavelength, because modulation amplitude was not found to improve the solution significantly. The resulting estimate, which took 11 min of CPU time ͑more than an order of magnitude faster than the Newton-Raphson method but an order of magnitude slower than when DDZ is used in conjunction with the AEKF͒, is shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . This estimate is somewhat better than the NewtonRaphson estimate with a rms error of 0.0139 cm
and exhibits a smoother background and slightly better resolution of the heterogeneity.
For the APPRIZE estimates ͑the AEKF with DDZ͒ we initialized the parameter covariance matrix to a negative exponential covariance matrix with an arbitrarily chosen correlation length of 0.625 cm. This value was found to work well for a variety of domains of various levels of heterogeneity. Previous sensitivity studies in geophysical applications of APPRIZE 36 showed that the method is relatively insensitive to correlation length within a large range of feasible values and that correlation length may be selected to reflect measurement density rather than true expected correlation. As with the AEKF alone, we used a value of 20 for the initial variance of ͑ axf ͒. Three representative sample estimates generated by APPRIZE are shown in Fig. 1͑d͒-1͑f ͒. As with the AEKF alone, these estimates were conditioned only on modulation phase at the excitation wavelength, because modulation amplitude was not found to improve the solutions significantly. Because of the simulated measurement noise ͑which differs for each sample reconstruction͒, each inversion converged on a slightly different estimate with slightly different final zonations. In all cases the value of the background zone was perfectly identified and the location and value of the heterogeneity were determined with reasonable accuracy. Peak values for the absorption estimates of the heterogeneity in Figs. 1͑d͒, 1͑e͒ , and 1͑f ͒ were 0.209, 0.196, and 0.233 cm Ϫ1 , respectively; recall that the true value of the heterogeneity is 0.200 cm
. Overall errors for these estimates were also significantly lower than that of the estimates generated by either the Newton-Raphson method or the AEKF alone, with rms errors of only 0.0090, 0.0065, and 0.0082 cm
, for the estimates shown in Figs.  1͑d͒, 1͑e͒ , and 1͑f ͒, respectively.
Aspects of the evolution of the APPRIZE absorption estimate shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ are shown in Fig. 2 . The rms phase error ͑of all 480 measurements of phase at the excitation wavelength͒ decreased nonmonotonically during the course of the inversion. The symbols depict the various steps in the inversion process. Note that during each iteration APPRIZE conditions the estimates on measurements from each of the four sources sequentially, with DDZ applied between successive passes of the filter. Although some steps ͑especially the zonation process͒ cause a temporary increase in the innovation error ͑i.e., the error between the predicted and the synthetically measured phases͒, the phase error ultimately converges to the level of measurement noise ͑0.1°͒. The rms log modulation amplitude error ͑of all 480 measurements of amplitude at the excitation wavelength͒ is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ to decrease similarly, despite the fact that these measurements were not used for conditioning. This result exemplifies the observation that, for absorption imaging, the information in the amplitude measurements is essentially redundant with the information contained in the phase errors. The rms absorption error ͑at all 1089 nodes͒ also decreases, as illustrated in Fig. 2͑c͒ , even though the initial aggressive filtering step causes a relatively large initial increase in absorption error ͑in large part, this reflects the limitations of attempting to use a simple metric such as rms error to quantify the quality of a spatially distributed estimate͒. Ultimately, rms parameter error decreases well below initial level as the parameter structure ͑zonation͒ and values converge.
The AEKF also estimates the parameter error covariance, which can be used to assess the uncertainty of the distributed parameter estimate. The variance of the normally transformed absorption ͑ axf ͒ for the 1089 spatially distributed zones estimated by the AEKF alone ͑without DDZ͒ for case 1 are graphed in Fig. 3͑a͒ . Note that it is the covariance of the transformed parameter ͑ axf ͒ that is directly estimated by the AEKF. The initial variance of 20 has not been reduced at the boundaries of the domain because all sources and detectors are modeled one node inside the boundary. Also note that the overall variance remains fairly high, largely because of the low sensitivity of the measurements to the individual pixel-based parameter zones. A high variance does not mean that the estimate is incorrect. Rather, it means that little information was gained from the measurements, so one should use caution when interpreting the estimate.
In contrast, consider the APPRIZE estimate of case 1 shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ . Here the variances of the final four zones in the transformed estimate have been redistributed over the nodes in each zone and plotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The variance of the background has been reduced from 20 to nearly zero ͑4 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 ͒, and even the variance of the heterogeneity is very low ͑0.89͒, signifying that there is very low uncertainty in this estimate.
C. Case 2: Absorption Spectroscopy
The ability to detect small disturbances in the parameter distribution of absorption in an otherwise Fig. 2 . Evolution of residual errors and dimensionality of parameterization for the sample APPRIZE reconstruction of absorption shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ . ͑a͒ Reduction in output rms error of modulation phase at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements. ͑b͒ Reduction in output rms error of the modulation log amplitude at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements. ͑c͒ Reduction in rms error of the absorption axf parameter estimate at all 1089 nodes. ͑d͒ Reduction in the number of zones used in the parameterization. The symbols depict the steps of the process and show how the AEKF is alternated with DDZ for each of the four sources during each iteration of APPRIZE. homogeneous domain is reflected by the ability to render homogeneous parameter estimates when appropriate, starting from a variety of initial estimates. Spectroscopy defines the inversion process when disturbances in the parameter distribution field are nonexistent. In this case, spectroscopic estimates of homogeneous absorption ͑ axf ϭ 0.01 cm Ϫ1 ͒ at the excitation frequency owing to fluorophores were generated by APPRIZE for the synthetic domain with optical properties listed in Table 1 , aborted during the first iteration with a singular matrix error. Starting with the same initial estimate, AP-PRIZE was able to recover the absorption perfectly in a single-zone estimate, as illustrated in Fig. 4͑a͒ . All statistical parameters were defined as for case 1. The same domain was also estimated with initial estimates of axf ϭ 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1 cm
Ϫ1
, as illustrated in Figs. 4͑b͒, 4͑c͒, 4͑d͒, 4͑e͒ , and 4͑f ͒, respectively. As in the heterogeneous case, only modulation phase at the excitation wavelength was used to condition the APPRIZE estimates. In all cases, at , respectively. The gray scale is the same as in Fig. 1͑a͒. least 88% of the 1089 nodes had been merged into one large zone that correctly estimated the true value of 0.01 cm Ϫ1 ͑to within 10
Ϫ4
͒ that had the lowest estimated variance. Spurious zones were generally confined to the boundaries of the estimated domain, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The variance of the transformed estimate shown in Fig. 4͑f ͒ is graphed in Fig.  3͑c͒ ; note that the variance of the correctly estimated background is very low ͑2 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ͒, whereas the spurious boundary zones have higher variances. Despite these boundary errors, overall final rms absorption errors were reduced to very low levels, averaging 0.005 cm Ϫ1 for thirty reconstructions ͑five from each of these six initial starting values͒ and were fairly independent of the initial guess ͑R 2 ϭ 0.1͒.
D. Case 3: Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging
Fluorescence lifetime ͑͒ imaging was performed for the domain with optical properties as shown in Table  1 , case 3. The initial covariance matrix was diagonal, with a variance of the normally transformed lifetime ͑͒ of 15. Note that the correct value and location of the absorption heterogeneity were assumed known ͑perhaps from estimation of the absorption parameter field, as illustrated in case 1͒, and only was considered uncertain. The true background value of lifetime is 10 ns, and the true lifetime of the heterogeneity is 1 ns, as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . Given an initial uniform parameter estimate of 10 ns, the final Newton-Raphson estimate, conditioned on both modulation phase and log amplitude at the emission wavelength, failed to converge after 50 iterations ͑20 h of CPU time͒. The correct quadrant of the heterogeneity is identified as illustrated in Fig.  5͑b͒ , but there are several large artifacts in the estimate, and the background value is considerably too low. In contrast, the APPRIZE estimate, which was conditioned only on modulation phase at the emission wavelength, accurately identifies a two-zone estimate with the correct geometry and value of both zones. The APPRIZE estimate is illustrated in Fig. 5͑c͒ . The rms emission phase and amplitude errors, as well as the error and number of zones, are seen to converge rapidly, as illustrated in Figs. 5͑d͒-5͑g͒. This final estimate in lifetime may be considered to be artificially good because the absorption map ͑in-cluding the location of the absorption heterogeneity͒ is assumed perfectly known. The coupling of absorption inversions before contrast agent administration ͑when axi parameter maps are determined͒ and afterward ͑when axf parameter maps are determined͒ with the lifetime inversions should, in principle, permit fluorescence lifetime imaging in real systems.
E. Case 4: Fluorescence Quantum Efficiency Imaging
Fluorescence quantum efficiency ͑͒ was estimated for the domain with optical properties as shown in Table 1 , case 4. Note that the correct value and location of the absorption heterogeneity were assumed known, and only was considered uncertain.
The true background was 0.01, and the true heterogeneity possessed a value of 0.1, as shown in Fig.  6͑a͒ . The initial covariance matrix was constructed with the assumption of no spatial correlation and with an initial variance of the normally transformed quantum efficiency ͑͒ of 10. The NewtonRaphson estimate, conditioned on both modulation phase and log amplitude at the emission wavelength, was terminated after 50 iterations ͑22 h of CPU time͒ without convergence when the initial quantum efficiency guess was a uniform value of 0.01. Although the heterogeneity is faintly visible in the final param- Fig. 1͑a͒ . The domain contains a single heterogeneity with a 1:10 contrast in the upper left-hand quadrant. The gray scale ͑in nanoseconds͒ applies to ͑a͒-͑c͒. ͑b͒ Reconstructed from modulation phase and amplitude measurements at the emission frequency by the Newton-Raphson method. 37 ͑c͒ ͑Perfect͒ reconstruction of from modulation phase measurements at the emission frequency by the APPRIZE method described in this paper. ͑d͒-͑g͒ Evolution of residual errors and dimensionality of parameterization for the sample APPRIZE reconstruction of fluorescence lifetime shown in ͑c͒: ͑d͒ reduction in output rms error of modulation phase at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements, ͑e͒ reduction in output rms error of the modulation log amplitude at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements, ͑f ͒ reduction in rms error of the fluorescence lifetime parameter estimate at all 1089 nodes, ͑g͒ reduction in number of zones used in the parameterization. eter estimate field, there is a great deal of extraneous noise in the background, as illustrated in Fig. 6͑b͒ . The APPRIZE estimate, also conditioned on both modulation phase and log amplitude at the emission wavelength, converges to a correct two-zone estimate, as illustrated in Fig. 6͑c͒ , with perfectly estimated background and heterogeneity values of of 0.01 and 0.10, respectively. In this case, log modulation amplitude was found to add information to the estimation procedure. When the estimate was conditioned only on modulation phase at the emission wavelength, the result was a two-zone estimate with values of 0.008 and 0.08, which are in the correct ratio but are lower than the true values. The rms emission phase and amplitude errors, as well as the error and the number of zones, are seen to converge rapidly, as illustrated in Figs. 6͑d͒-6͑g͒ . Again, this estimate is perhaps unrealistically good because the absorption map ͑including the location of the absorption heterogeneity͒ is considered perfectly known. The coupling of absorption inversions before contrast agent administration ͑when axi parameter maps are determined͒ and afterward ͑when axf parameter maps are determined͒ with the lifetime and quantum efficiency inversions should, in principle, permit fluorescence quantum efficiency imaging in real systems, although problems of nonuniqueness will increase with the number of unknown parameters.
Discussion and Conclusions
Through comparison of Newton-Raphson and AP-PRIZE parameter estimates of absorption, fluorescent lifetime, and fluorescent quantum efficiency in 2-D synthetic domains, we have demonstrated an alternative approach to biomedical optical imaging using frequency-domain photon migration or timedomain measurements that is demonstrably more efficient and more effective. The estimator combines a statistically powerful Bayesian, minimum-variance filter ͑the approximate extended Kalman filter͒ with data-driven zonation. 18 The approximate extended Kalman filter is an efficient approximation to the extended Kalman filter. 31, 32 Measurement and system error are explicitly modeled as covariance matrices and are used in conjunction with a recursively evolving estimate of the parameter covariance to update parameter estimates in such as way as to minimize the estimated variance of the parameter error. The use of simple pseudo-␤ transforms is shown to be an easy and elegant way to keep parameter estimates within biologically feasible ranges that are defined a priori. The recursive nature of the filter is exploited to process signals from one source at a time, thereby reducing computational demands. Progressively reducing the dimensionality of the parameterization with DDZ achieves further increases in computational efficiency, accuracy, and stability, and sharp discontinuities in the optical property map can be identified. Estimated covariances of identified zones may prove valuable in assessing spatial uncertainties in the resulting estimate aiding in clinical interpretation of FDPM images.
The APPRIZE estimator has been shown to rapidly ͑in less than 1.5 min͒ and accurately reconstruct 33 ϫ 33 pixel 2-D images of spatially distributed optical property maps containing single heterogeneities. Absorption, fluorescence lifetime, and fluorescence quantum efficiency are all recoverable from frequency-domain measurements of highly scattered near-infrared light when only one of these parameters at a time is unknown. For imaging absorption and lifetime, only measurements of modulation phase were required for accurate conditioning; for imaging quantum efficiency, conditioning on mea- Fig. 6 . ͑a͒ Actual fluorescence quantum efficiency ͑͒ in a synthetic 2-D domain with the same dimensions and measurement configuration as in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The domain contains a single heterogeneity with a 10:1 contrast in the upper left-hand quadrant. The gray scale applies to ͑a͒-͑c͒. ͑b͒ Reconstructed from modulation phase and amplitude measurements at the emission frequency with the Newton-Raphson method. 37 ͑c͒ ͑Perfect͒ reconstruction of from modulation phase and amplitude measurements at the emission frequency by the APPRIZE method described in this paper. ͑d͒-͑g͒ Evolution of residual errors and dimensionality of parameterization for the sample APPRIZE reconstruction of fluorescence quantum efficiency shown in ͑c͒: ͑d͒ reduction in output rms error of modulation phase at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements, ͑e͒ reduction in output rms error of the modulation log amplitude at the excitation frequency for all 480 measurements, ͑f ͒ reduction in rms error of the fluorescence quantum efficiency parameter estimate at all 1089 nodes, ͑g͒ reduction in number of zones used in the parameterization.
surements of both modulation phase and log amplitude yielded the best images. The method can also be applied to the spectroscopy problem, as demonstrated by the recovery of homogeneous absorption maps. In all cases, the APPRIZE method was shown to be much more accurate and orders of magnitude faster than a more traditional NewtonRaphson method.
The results reported in this study provide exciting proof of concept of the potential applicability of AP-PRIZE technology to the biomedical optical tomography problem. Nonetheless, the experiments reported here are simplistic and do not represent clinically realistic measurement configurations or biologically realistic optical domains. We demonstrate the efficacy of APPRIZE on simple 2-D synthetic domains, using zero-fluence boundary conditions to compare it directly with an existing 37 inversion technology. The ability to detect diseased tissues by use of a fluorescent contrast agent has been experimentally demonstrated in phantom studies 21 as well as in canine studies of spontaneous mammary cancer. 38 To date, the difficulties of processing data measurements with existing inversion strategies have prevented 3-D reconstruction of fluorescent dye concentration and fluorescence decay parameters, which could provide specific information regarding the local biochemical environment of diseased tissues. We anticipate that the APPRIZE method demonstrated here will enable us to overcome many of these difficulties. Eppstein and Dougherty 27, 28 successfully applied the APPRIZE method to 3-D geophysical imaging, and the method was recently extended to 3-D synthetic biomedical optical imaging by use of partial current boundary conditions. 39 Work is now under way to apply the method to actual data generated from tissue phantoms as well as real biological tissues in vivo. Better characterization of measurement noise, system noise, and parameter distributions is also expected to improve the general applicability of the method to problems in optical imaging.
